Abstract. Anthropogenic methane emissions originate from a large number of fine-scale and of-1 ten transient point sources. Satellite observations of atmospheric methane columns are an attrac-2 tive approach for monitoring these emissions but have limitations from instrument precision, pixel 3 resolution, and measurement frequency. Dense observations will soon be available in both low 4 Earth and geostationary orbits, but the extent to which they can provide fine-scale information on 5 methane sources has yet to be explored. Here we present an observation system simulation exper-6 iment (OSSE) to assess the capabilities of different satellite observing system configurations. We 7 conduct a 1-week WRF-STILT simulation to generate methane column footprints at 1.3×1. 
1
ten transient point sources. Satellite observations of atmospheric methane columns are an attrac-2 tive approach for monitoring these emissions but have limitations from instrument precision, pixel 3 resolution, and measurement frequency. Dense observations will soon be available in both low 4 Earth and geostationary orbits, but the extent to which they can provide fine-scale information on 5 methane sources has yet to be explored. Here we present an observation system simulation exper-6 iment (OSSE) to assess the capabilities of different satellite observing system configurations. We 7 conduct a 1-week WRF-STILT simulation to generate methane column footprints at 1.3×1.3 km 2 8 spatial resolution and hourly temporal resolution over a 290×235 km 2 domain in the Barnett Shale, 9 a major oil/gas field in Texas with a large number of point sources. We sub-sample these footprints 10 to match the observing characteristics of the recently launched TROPOMI instrument (7×7 km 2 11 pixels, 11 ppb precision, daily frequency), the planned GeoCARB instrument (2.7×3.0 km 2 pixels,
Introduction

25
Methane is a greenhouse gas emitted by a range of natural and anthropogenic sources (Kirschke 26 et al., 2013; Saunois et al., 2016; Turner et al., 2017) . Anthropogenic methane emissions are difficult 27 to quantify because they tend to originate from a large number of potentially transient point sources
28
such as livestock operations, oil/gas leaks, landfills, and coal mine ventilation. Atmospheric methane 29 observations from surface and aircraft have been used to quantify emissions (e.g., Miller et al., 2013; 30 Caulton et al., 2014; Karion et al., 2013 Karion et al., , 2015 Lavoie et al., 2015; Conley et al., 2016; Peischl et al., 31 2015 Peischl et al., 31 , 2016 Houweling et al., 2016) observing fine-scale and transient methane sources, taking as a test case the oil/gas production sector. troposphere. SCIAMACHY and GOSAT demonstrated the capability for high-precision (<1%) 41 measurements of methane from space (Buchwitz et al., 2015) , but SCIAMACHY had coarse pix-42 els (30×60 km 2 in nadir) and GOSAT has sparse coverage (10-km diameter pixels separated by 43 250 km). Inverse analyses have used observations from these satellite-based instruments to estimate 44 methane emissions at ∼100-1000 km spatial resolution (e.g., Bergamaschi et al., 2009 Bergamaschi et al., , 2013 Fraser 45 et al., 2013; Monteil et al., 2013; Wecht et al., 2014a; Cressot et al., 2014; Kort et al., 2014; Turner 46 et al., 2015 Turner 46 et al., , 2016a Alexe et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2016; Buchwitz et al., 2017; Sheng et al., 2018b,a) .
47
But such coarse resolution makes it difficult to resolve individual source types because of spatial 48 overlap (Maasakkers et al., 2016) .
49
Improved observations of methane from space are expected in the near future (Jacob et al., 2016) .
50
The TROPOMI instrument (Veefkind et al., 2012; Butz et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2016 Hu et al., , 2018 , launched 51 in October 2017, will provide global mapping at 7×7 km 2 nadir resolution once per day. The
52
GeoCARB geostationary instrument (Polonsky et al., 2014; O'Brien et al., 2016) at coarse (∼50×50 km 2 ) spatial resolution (Wecht et al., 2014b; Bousserez et al., 2016) or assumed 61 idealized flow conditions (Bovensmann et al., 2010; Rayner et al., 2014 for the i th observation (y i ) can be reconstructed from its footprint as:
where b i is the background column concentration upwind of the 290×235 km 2 domain. We can The footprint information can be combined with an emission inventory for the 290×235 km the Barnett Shale in October 2013 at 4×4 km 2 resolution compiled by Lyon et al. (2015) . We down-133 scale the EDF inventory by uniform attribution from 4×4 km 2 to 1.3×1.3 km 2 spatial resolution.
134
The inventory is shown in Fig. 3 and includes contributions from oil/gas production, livestock op- what follows we will examine the potential of different satellite observing systems to detect these 141 enhancements relative to the background and interpret them in terms of local sources. model-datasets/global-data-assimilation-system-gdas), applying the two sets of footprints to either 167 the EDF methane inventory ( Fig. 3 ; Lyon et al., 2015) or the gridded EPA inventory (Maasakkers 168 et al., 2016) , and computing semivariograms of differences in column concentrations. From this we Bayesian inference is commonly used when estimating methane emissions with atmospheric ob-175 servations, allowing for errors in the observations and in the prior estimates:
where P (x|y) is the posterior probability density function (pdf) of the state vector (x) given the 177 observations (y), P (y|x) is the conditional pdf of y given x, and P (x) is the prior pdf of x. A 178 common assumption is that P (y|x) and P (x) are normally distributed which allows us to write the 179 posterior pdf as
where B is the n × n prior error covariance matrix and x a is the n × 1 vector of prior fluxes. The 181 most probable solution is obtained by minimizing the cost function:
yielding the posterior estimate (x):
posterior covariance matrix
with an n × n posterior error covariance matrix:
that characterizes the uncertainty in the solution. The first term in the posterior covariance ma- unity (Rodgers, 2000) . As such, the Fisher information matrix and prior error covariance matrix can 191 quantify the effective rank of the observing system.
192
A drawback with this formulation of the information content is that it relies on the assumption of 
Method Cost function
Least-squares regression
a γ is the regularization parameter for LASSO regression and Tikhonov regularization. G is a matrix with columns corresponding to different spatial datasets and β is a vector of drift coefficients for the spatial datasets. Other variables defined in the text.
formation content provided by an observing system, independent of the form of the prior constraint,
203
and we use it in what follows as a measure of the information content.
204
The Fisher information matrix is an n × n matrix. Each of its n eigenvectors represent an inde- of the capability of an observing system to quantify emissions, which can then be applied to any 212 actual n × n emission field.
213
For a given emission field, we may expect that some of the n emission flux patterns will be 214 usefully constrained by the observing system while others are not. The number of patterns that are 215 usefully constrained represents the number I ≤ n pieces of information on emissions provided by 216 the observing system. We will equivalently refer to it as the rank of the Fisher information matrix.
217
This is determined by comparing the eigenvalues of an emission inventory (e i ) to the flux thresholds.
218
The number of e i larger than the corresponding f i provides a cut-off to estimate I:
In the case of Bayesian inference, this is roughly equivalent to the degrees of freedom for signal with 220 a diagonal prior error covariance matrix and a relative uncertainty of 100%. temporal correlation. In Case #1 the problem is typically overdetermined (m > n), depending on 235 the satellite configuration, and the maximum rank of F is n (the number of emission grid cells). In
236
Case #2 the problem is underdetermined (m < n) and the maximum rank of F is m (the number of 237 observations).
238
In both Case #1 and #2, the observations only provide useful information (as defined by Eq. 8) if the observations are daily, twice daily, or hourly. Following the above assumption, this corresponds 262 to resolving emissions on a ∼2-7 km scale. Hourly observations provide 10 times more information
263
(as defined by Eq. 8) on emission patterns than daily observations, and 3 times more than twice-daily 264 observations (the default configuration of GeoCARB). Remarkably, more is gained by going from 265 daily to twice-daily (factor of 3.4) than going from twice-daily to hourly (factor of 2.9), because of where the instrument precision is varied from 0 to 14 ppb and the return frequency is varied from 1 273 to 10 returns per day. We find that instrument precision is more important than return frequency for increasing the information content from the observations. In Case #2 we assume that the methane sources in individual pixels vary in time on an hourly 276 basis with no correlation from one hour to the next, making the problem generally underdetermined 277 (m < n) for all satellite configurations. Here we aim to determine the ability of the satellite obser- invariant case, we find that instrument precision is more important for increasing the information 286 content. The aspirational "hi-res" configuration (shown in Fig. 7 ) is the only configuration that is 287 able to provide substantial information (458 pieces of information) on temporally variable emissions. between information content and return frequency (top right panel in Fig. 9 ). The satellite configu-296 rations provide considerably less information for the temporally variable sources (Case #2). We find 297 that satellite configurations with instrument precision worse than 6 ppb provide no information on Uncertainty is from randomly sampling ei from the eigenvalues of the EDF inventory.
15 right panel in Fig. 9 ). From this, we conclude that a GeoCARB-like instrument would greatly benefit 301 from having an instrument precision better than 6 ppb. Rodgers (2000) suggests for the Bayesian inference case with Gaussian errors, would likely yield 340 fewer eigenvalues larger than unity than our estimate.
341
In the case of temporally variable emissions, the system is generally underdetermined (m < n) and 
